The design of polymer microcarrier surfaces for enhanced cell growth.
A variety of neutral and cationic polymers based on polyamino acids were prepared and investigated as microcarriers for cell attachment and growth. Among neutral polymer particles including the alkylated poly(gamma-methyl L-glutamate) (PG) particles, in which the hydrophobicity changes as a function of the length of the alkyl groups, and hydroxy terminal PG particles, the PG particle with the longest alkyl chain (PG-C12) demonstrated the highest cell attachment rate and highest rate of cell growth. Moreover, the introduction of hydroxyl groups (PG-OH) led to a deterioration of cell growth. Cell growth on cationic particles having primary amino groups was drastically dependent upon the anion exchange capacity (AEC). A higher AEC for aminated PG microcarriers inhibited cell growth. In contrast, a higher AEC for cross-linked poly( epsilon -lysine) (PL) microcarriers facilitated cell growth. Cell growth on cationic particles clearly showed a good correlation with the pK(a,app) of the microcarriers, but not with their AEC. The particles with low and high pK(a) values possessed toxically acidic and basic pH microenvironments near the surface, respectively. These microenvironments had cytotoxic effects. On the other hand, no correlation between attachment rate constants and high cell growth was observed. The aminated particles, in which pK(a) were controlled at neutral pH, and PG-C12 produced obviously higher cell growth than did a commercially available microcarrier.